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Abstract A theoretical study of structural, electronic,
topological and vibrational parameters of the ternary
hydrogen-bonded complexes C2H4O···2HF, C2H5N···2HF
and C2H4S···2HF is presented here. Different from binary
systems with a single proton donor, the tricomplexes have
the property of forming multiple hydrogen bonds, which
are analyzed from a structural and vibrational point of
view, but verified only by means of the quantum theory of
atoms in molecules (QTAIM). As traditionally done in the
hydrogen bond theory, the charge transfer between proton
donors and acceptors was computed using the CHELPG
calculations, which also revealed agreement with dipole
moment variation and a cooperative effect on the tricom-
plexes. Furthermore, redshift events on proton donor
bonds were satisfactorily identified, although, in this case,
an absence of experimental data led to the use of a
theoretical argument to interpret these spectroscopic shifts.
It was therefore the use of the QTAIM parameters that
enabled all intermolecular vibrational modes to be vali-
dated. The most stable tricomplex in terms of energy was
identified via the strength of the hydrogen bonds, which
were modeled as directional and bifurcated.
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Introduction

Oxirane (C2H4O), aziridine (C2H5N) and thiirane (C2H4S)
are some of the most important heterocyclic compounds
found in nature [1, 2]. The chemistry of these compounds is
immensely rich and they have been the subject of a vast
quantity of scientific research [3–6], ranging from spectro-
scopic characterization as products derived from organic
synthesis mechanisms [7] to theoretical analysis of transi-
tion states using keywords in computational methods [8],
for example. It is now known that these heterocyclic
compounds, and oxirane and thiirane in particular, are
structures capable of forming intermolecular systems
through interactions with either haloacids [9] or nucleo-
philic species [10, 11]. The aforementioned interaction is
therefore intermolecular, or a hydrogen bond [12] of the
form (Y···HX), where X is an element with a higher
electronegativity than hydrogen, whereas Y=n lone pairs, π
electrons [13, 14], or in some cases hydrides derived from
earth alkaline elements, which occasionally generate dihy-
drogen bonds [15]. On the basis of this insight, and work
done by Kuczkowski et al. [16], Legon et al. [17], Alonso et
al. [18], Goswami and Arunan [19] and many other
important researchers [20, 21], dimers or bimolecular
systems have been studied carefully under experimental
conditions and from a theoretical perspective through the
application of Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy
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(FTMS) [22–24], which allows rotational parameters to be
measured [25], and through the computation and subse-
quent interpretation of electronic properties [26]. Experi-
mental procedures and theoretical computations have thus
been successfully applied to the study of bimolecular
structures [27], although some research highlights the
importance of trimolecular or ternary systems as foci of
investigation [28].

Nevertheless, the kinetic treatment that led to the theory of
trimolecular reactions formulated by Gershinowitz and Eyring
[29] is a crucial factor in determining that competition
between bimolecular and trimolecular systems must, under
abnormal conditions, govern the chemical process. However,
over the years, the question of which is the correct mechanism
—bimolecular or trimolecula—has remained unanswered
[30]. Some time ago, however, Jursic showed that trimolec-
ular reactions are more favorable and energetically stable [31].
This result suggests that trimolecular hydrogen complexes are
reliable structures. Taking this reasoning into account, we
have developed a theoretical study of bimolecular and
trimolecular heterocyclic hydrogen-bonded complexes [32],
the main conclusions of which are that (i) there are nonlinear
deviations in the hydrogen bonds of bimolecular complexes
[33, 34], and (ii) multiple hydrogen bonds define the
preferential configuration of trimolecular complexes [35,
36]. Although the bimolecular hydrogen complex
C2H4O···HF is the only structure that has been evaluated
using FTMS [37], the theoretical results show good correla-
tion with the available experimental data [38]. On the other
hand, the trimolecular complex C2H4O···2HF has only been
studied theoretically [32], using density functional theory
(DFT) [39] and topological parameters computed in light of
the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) [40],
which was likewise applied to the bimolecular complexes
C2H5N···HF and C2H4S···HF [9, 13]. In a direct comparison,
the actions of two haloacids yield more stable structures, but
one additional and important aspect must be mentioned:
ternary complexes have shorter and stronger hydrogen bonds
[41]. In terms of hydrogen bond strength, it is worth assuming
that more stable complexes are the consequence of stronger
hydrogen bonds, or of multiple hydrogen bonds being formed,
such as intramolecular hydrogen bonds besides the intermolec-
ular ones. So far as computational approaches are concerned, it
is extremely important to choose theoretical methods that can
describe the aforementioned conditions, i.e., describe the
hydrogen bond strength or multiple hydrogen bonds.

Very recently, Xu et al. [42] performed a large computa-
tional study in order to evaluate the efficiencies of modern
density functionals. They concluded that Beck, Lee, Yang
and Parr’s B3LYP hybrid [43, 44] is the most appropriate for
measuring hydrogen bond strength. Furthermore, our main
goal was to search in the literature for stable structures in
order to characterize the formation of hydrogen bonds

[45, 46], for which the B3LYP approach always yields
excellent results. From a theoretical point of view, it is
possible to apply a methodology that is capable of
validating the formation of nonbonded interactions (such
as hydrogen bonds) or bonded interactions (i.e., covalent
bonds). It is through the identification and quantization of
the charge density on the molecular surface within the
framework of Bader’s QTAIM calculations [47] that the
concentration and depletion of charge density are computed,
thus indicating the existence of hydrogen bonds and covalent
bonds, respectively [48]. This was our immediate objective,
since, if hydrogen bonds can be identified [49–51], they
subsequently constitute an important criterion for identifying
the preferential structures of the trimolecular hydrogen
complexes C2H4O···2HF, C2H5N···2HF and C2H4S···2HF,
as has already been reported for other bimolecular [52, 53]
and trimolecular [54, 55] complexes. The historical back-
ground of hydrogen bond theory [56] has highlighted the
importance of electrostatic potential and charge transfer, in
addition to polarizability, dispersion forces, and exchange
repulsion. In the case of hydrogen bonds, electrostatic potential
clearly has a significant influence on molecular stability.
However, it is worth noting the importance of charge transfer,
which makes it possible to confirm the existence of intermo-
lecular contacts between the HOMO and LUMO frontier
orbitals [57]. In fact, the electronic distribution profile and the
vibrational stretch frequencies are quite clearly explained by
charge transfer analysis [58]. For this reason and many others,
charge transfer should be included in investigations of
hydrogen bonds. However, owing to the existence of many
atomic charge methods, which are nevertheless not observable
from the viewpoint of quantum mechanics [59], atomic
charge calculations have been successfully applied to studies
of hydrogen complexes. Therefore, although Mulliken's
population analysis [60] and generalized atomic polar tensors
(GAPT) [61] are very popular methods, the present study
adopts the widely used charges from electrostatic potential
using a grid-based (CHELPG) method to examine hydrogen
bonds [62], owing to its low computational cost and the
excellent interpretation it provides of intermolecular charge
transfer and vibrational events, such as red- and blueshift
effects on proton donor bonds [63].

Geometric criteria

Taking the molecular structures of the C2H4O (a), C2H5N
(b) and C2H4S (c) monomers as starting points, it is
essential to know the stereochemistry of these heterocy-
clics, in particular the orientations of their n lone electron
pairs. Figure 1 shows how different the features of the
n lone electron pairs are in a, b and c [64]. In terms of
trimolecular hydrogen complexes, it can be clearly seen that c
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has only one n-electron pair, whereas a and b each have two
n-electron pairs. Henceforth, in contrast to f, the formation of
trimolecular hydrogen complexes of d and e will be aided by
double electrophilic attack from the hydrogen fluoride on the
n-electron pairs of oxygen and sulfur, as can also be seen in
Fig. 1. However, it is hoped that this “limitation” of c will
not compromise the characterization of the most stable
trimolecular hydrogen complex, since trimolecular structures
can be obtained from f if the interaction of the HF···HF
dimer is taken to be the proton donor [65].

Computational scheme

The full optimized geometries of the C2H4O···2HF,
C2H4S···2HF and C2H5N···2HF trimolecular hydrogen-
bonded complexes in their possible configurations were
obtained at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory (no
imaginary frequencies were obtained), and all calculations
were performed by the GAUSSIAN 98 W quantum chemistry
software package [66]. The charge transfer computations were
calculated using CHELPG in GAUSSIAN 98 W with isolated
analysis of the atomic point charges, while the fluxes were
determined by the simple differences between complexes and
monomers. The QTAIM topography was established
via topological calculations executed in GAUSSIAN 98 W
[67–69] and the AIM 2000 1.0 program [70].

Results

Structural parameters

The geometries of the C2H4O···2HF (g, h and i),
C2H4S···2HF (j, l and m) and C2H5N···2HF (n and o)

trimolecular complexes are presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. Before commencing analysis, it is important to
mention that, in contrast to Fig. 1, several trimolecular
hydrogen-bonded complexes were obtained from the
oxirane, thiirane and aziridine heterorings. It was decided
that all structural possibilities should be explored in an
effort to establish the most stable complex. Some time ago,
Gilli et al. [71] reported a hydrogen bond structure in which
very strong hydrogen bonds have distance values that are
shorter than 2.50 Å. Given this, Table 1 clearly shows that
very few of the hydrogen bonds were very strong; their
strengths are overestimated. However, if medium-strength
and weak hydrogen bonds are characterized by lengths of
2.65–2.80 Å and >2.80 Å, respectively, the values shown in
Table 1 indicate medium strength if not weak bonds. More
recently, Grabowski et al. [72] presented very strongly
bonded hydrogen complexes with intermolecular distances
of between 1.094 and 1.946 Å. Taking into account the
criteria explained above, accurate predictions of the strengths
of the structural hydrogen bonds of the trimolecular
heterocyclic complexes under study here would seem to be
possible. However, a systematic analysis can be constructed
to elucidate the true consequences of the formation of the
hydrogen bonds. A review of the literature [73–75] shows
that it is well known that the hydrogen bond distances of the
bimolecular hydrogen complexes formed by oxirane, thiirane
and aziridine exhibit the following trend: C2H5N···HX>
C2H4O···HX>C2H4S···HX, where HX represents a monop-
rotic acid such as hydrogen fluoride or hydrogen cyanide.
The same behavior is found in a direct comparison of the
primary hydrogen bond (Y···Hl), where the mean values of
the hydrogen bond distances R(Y···Hl) for the trimolecular
complexes of aziridine (n and o), oxirane (g, h and i) and
thiirane (j, l and m) are 1.4, 2.0 and 1.6 Å, respectively.
Based on relatively recent research, very much shorter

Fig. 1 Diagram of the
lone pairs on the heterorings
oxirane, thiirane and aziridine,
as well as the preferential
structures for forming
trimolecular complexes
with hydrogen fluoride
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hydrogen bond distances such as those reported here present
some covalent character [76]. In light of this, the results in
the range 1.444–1.468 Å reported here could also be
considered covalent hydrogen bonds. However, it would
not be fair to claim that hydrogen bonds are covalent only
across shorter distances, since an examination of charge
density [77] and energetic parameters [78] would provide
better evidence of this.

The only interaction in g and j involves the primary
hydrogen bonds (Y···Hl)=(Y···Hl′). For the aziridinic
systems n and o, in agreement with their bimolecular
relatives (the 2HF dimer in particular), the (F8 ···Hl′) values
of 1.633 Å and 1.606 Å are the shortest. On the other hand,
a slight difference can be observed between the (F8 ···Hl′)
results for the oxirane (h and i) and thiirane (l and m)
tricomplexes, which contradicts the (F8 ···Hl′) values com-

Fig. 2 Optimized geometries of the three structures (g, h and i) of the tricomplex C2H4O···2HF obtained through B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
calculations

Fig. 3 Optimized geometries of the three structures (j, l and m) of the tricomplex C2H4S···2HF obtained through B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
calculations
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puted for the aziridinic tricomplexes. One explanation for
this phenomenon concerns the deviations of the hydrogen
bonds from linearity (θ) [13]; the values of this parameter
(listed in Table 1) indicate that the most extensive
deformation of the hydrogen bonds can be found in
tricomplexes j, l and m. It is for this reason that there is a
similarity between the (F8 ···Hl′) values of the oxirane and
thiirane tricomplexes. It should be noted that shortening of
the hydrogen bond distances R(F8···Hl′) occurs due to the
orientation of the n lone pairs of the sulfur atom—see Fig. 1
b—in which a tertiary interaction between the fluorine (F8′ )
of the 2HF dimer and the axial hydrogen atoms (Hα and
Hβ) of the thiirane is facilitated [79]—see Fig. 1 e. In other
words, if we assume a value of 1.831 Å for the length of the
(F8···Hl′) hydrogen bond in the isolated hydrogen fluoride
dimer, it can be assumed that a slight shortening of this
interaction will be observed upon the formation of the j,
l and m systems. However, it should be emphasized that,
although slight reductions in the (F8 ···Hl′) hydrogen bonds

of the thiirane tricomplexes have been computed, these
corroborate the observations that large deviations from
linearity of 18, 10.1 and 9.6° for θ1 as well as 18, 3.7 and
20.0° for θ2 are a consequence of the stereochemistry of the
thiirane ring, not the strength of the hydrogen bond. Were
this the case, aziridinic tricomplexes would have the largest
deviations from linearity, which they do not. It is through
this identification of linearity that the tertiary interaction
emerges as a decisive parameter in the formation of the
heterocyclic complexes. In the structures i, m and o, the
R(F8′ ···Hα) and R(F8′ ···Hβ) values are in concordance with
the tabulated van der Waals radii for fluorine and hydrogen
[80], 1.47 Å and 1.20 Å, which add up to 2.67 Å. The
structure of the tertiary interactions in i and m should
therefore be analyzed carefully. The values of 2.755 Å and
2.677 Å depicted in Table 1 thus suggest that only
tricomplex m shows the tertiary interactions (F8′ ···Hα)
and (F8′ ···Hβ), which are in essence dual and bifurcated. In
exceptional cases, the tricomplex o shows distinct tertiary

Fig. 4 Optimized geometries
of the three structures
(n and o) of the tricomplex
C2H5N···2HF obtained through
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
calculations

Table 1 Values of hydrogen bond distances (R) and deviations from linearity (θ) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory

Parameters Trimolecular hydrogen complexes

g h i j l m n o

R(Y···Hl) 1.714 1.551 1.537 2.215 2.041 2.038 1.468 1.444

R(Y···Hl′) 1.714 — — 2.215 — — — —

R(F8···Hl′) — 1.703 1.670 — 1.723 1.687 1.633 1.606

R(F8′ ···Ha) — — 2.755 — — 2.677 — 2.503

R(F8′···H") — — 2.755 — — 2.677 — 3.551

θ1 13.0 6.0 9.3 18.0 10.1 9.6 1.1 7.2

θ2 13.0 2.8 20.0 18.0 3.7 20.0 8.4 16.0

*Values of R and θ are given in angstroms (Å) and degrees (°), respectively

*Y symbolizes oxygen (C2H4O), sulfur (C2H4S) or nitrogen (C2H5N), respectively

*The length of the hydrogen bond R(F8···Hl′) in the 2HF dimer is 1.831 Å computed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory
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interactions, where the value of 2.503 Å indicates the
existence of the (F8′ ···Hα) hydrogen bond, whereas the
result of 3.551 Å for (F8′ ···Hβ) reveals that there is no
interaction.

The most important factor to be analyzed in hydrogen
bonding is the alterations that occur to the molecular
structures of individual monomers when they undergo
complexation [81]. Part of this study will therefore also
examine hydrofluoric acid bond lengths (H–F), as well as
heteroring structures (C–H and C–C), results for which are
reported in Table 2. In short, (Hl–F8) and (Hl′–F8 ′) exhibit
elongation, as expected from the proton donors in intermo-
lecular systems [82–85]. In the remaining (C–C) bonds, very
slight but systematic variations were calculated, which also
fully concords with the historical background of small
heterocyclic compounds [86]. Although the (C–Hα), (C–
Hβ), (C–Hα′) and (C–Hβ′) bonds behave in their own
specific ways, showing slight reductions, no changes and
or lengthenings, various kinds of reductions were also found
in the (C–Hα) and (C–Hβ) bond lengths of the tricomplex o.
It is likely that these different variations are caused by the
tertiary interaction (F8 ′ ···Hα). Although the structure of this
is well known [29], it has been reconfirmed by this study.

Charge transfer distribution and dipole enhancement

The charge transfer mechanism is undoubtedly one of the
most important criteria for describing the formation of
hydrogen bonds. Table 3 groups together all charge trans-
fers for hydrogen (Hl and Hl′), fluorine (F8 and F8 ′), and
oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen atoms. It is important to note
that these elements were chosen by considering the charge
transfer phenomenon in hydrogen complexes, where the
electronic flux flows from the HOMO to the LUMO frontier
orbitals of the proton acceptor and donor, respectively.
Therefore, as complexes g and j possess a peculiar structure
compared to the other systems, this analysis can be better
explained in two steps. First, the g and j complexes exhibit
higher Δq(Y) values, since oxygen and sulfur are simulta-
neously donating charge. This means that, under these
conditions, the two haloacids (Hl–F8′ and Hl–F8′ ) become
heavily loaded when complexes g and j are formed. The
charge transfer Δq(Y) is smaller for trimolecular complexes
formed via the hydrogen fluoride dimer. Figure 5 explains
the charge transfer mechanism by illustrating the charge
distribution profiles of the tricomplexes g, h, i, j, l, m, n and
o. In concordance with the structural analysis regarding the

Table 2 Values of bond lengths (r) and enhancements (Δ) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory

Parameters Trimolecular hydrogen complexes

g h i j l m n o

r(Hl–F8) 0.941 0.965 0.971 0.940 0.965 0.966 1.013 1.025

r(Hl′–F8′) 0.941 0.936 0.942 0.940 0.934 0.940 0.943 0.948

Δr(Hl–F8′) 0.018 0.043 0.048 0.017 0.043 0.044 0.090 0.103

Δr(Hl′–F8′) 0.018 0.014 0.019 0.017 0.012 0.017 0.020 0.026

r(C–Ha) 1.084 1.084 1.085 1.082 1.083 1.083 1.082 1.083

r(C–H") 1.084 1.084 1.085 1.082 1.083 1.083 1.083 1.082

Δr(C–Ha) −0.005 −0.005 −0.004 −0.001 0.000 0.000 −0.002 −0.003
Δr(C–H") −0.005 −0.005 −0.005 −0.001 0.000 0.000 −0.003 −0.002
r(C–Ha′) 1.084 1.084 1.084 1.083 1.083 1.083 1.082 1.083

r(C–H"′) 1.084 1.084 1.084 1.083 1.083 1.083 1.083 1.083

Δr(C–Ha′) −0.005 −0.005 −0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.002 −0.003
Δr(C–H"′) −0.005 −0.005 −0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.003 −0.003
r(C–C) 1.464 1.466 1.464 1.472 1.475 1.472 1.482 1.481

Δr(C–C) −0.005 −0.003 −0.005 −0.007 −0.004 −0.007 −0.003 −0.004

* Values of r(C–Ha), r(C–H") and r(C–C) for oxirane are 1.089 Å and 1.469 Å, respectively

* Values of r(C–Ha), r(C–H") and r(C–C) for thiirane are 1.083 Å and 1.479 Å, respectively

* Values of r(C–Ha) and r(C–H") and r(C–C) for aziridine are 1.084 Å, respectively

* Values of r(C–Ha′) and r(C–H"′) and r(C–C) for aziridine are 1.086 Å, respectively

* Value of r(C–C) for aziridine is 1.485 Å

* Value of r(H–F) in the isolated hydrofluoric is 0.922 Å

* Values of r(Hl–F8) and r(Hl′–F8′ ) in the 2HF dimer are 0.928 Å and 0.929 Å, respectively

* All the values presented in this footnote were computed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory
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hydrogen bond distance R(Y···Hl), here expressed in terms of
electronic parameters, this also proves that the aziridine
complexes n and o are more strongly bonded, with their
charge transfers increasing the electropositive character of
nitrogen by +0.375 e.u. and +0.335 e.u., respectively. By
contrast, the charge transfer calculated for complexes g and j
indicates an increase in charge density concentration in both
of the acids Hl–F8 and Hl–F8, as discussed above, but this
is also found in tricomplexes n and o. However, moderate
charge transfer was obtained on the hydrofluoric dimers in h,
i, l, andm, which is a natural consequence of the nonadditive
electron distribution [87]. Both the atomic charge transfers
and the dipole moment supply satisfactory evidence that the
nonadditive phenomenon can be debated and explained. A
special note should be made of the electronic consequences
represented by the high and medium-sized dipole enhance-
ments in complexes h, l and n).

The definition of the nonadditive or cooperative effect is
related to the equivalent charge distribution along the
electronic structure formed by three or four bodies [88–
90]. This distribution is uniform and no significant
variations are detected, especially on the central compo-
nents of an oligomer [91] for instance. The systems studied
here exhibited nonuniform charge distributions on com-
plexes h, l and n. Table 3 shows that the Δq(Hl) charge
transfer values of −0.061, −0.095 and −0.210 e.u., as well
as the Δq(Hl′) charge transfer values of −0.034, −0.014 and
−0.043 e.u., are indicative of additive electron distribution.
It should be noted that these are the strongest charge

transfers within the hydrogen fluoride dimer upon the
formation of the tricomplexes h, i, l, m, n and o.
Investigation focused on charge fluxes in proton donors,
because these form the central points in hydrogen bonding
[92]. Moreover, as the relationship between charge transfer
and dipole variations is well known [93, 94], it is possible
that the increase in the dipole moment is a consequence of
the Δq(Hl′) and Δq(Hl) charge transfers. This is clearly not
a general conclusion, but it can be assumed that larger
dipole variations are closely related to enhanced charge
transfer mechanisms [95]. Finally, it should also be noted
that the slight variations in atomic charges on axial
hydrogen atoms (Hα, Hβ, Hα′ and Hβ′) indicate the
absence of charge transfer in tertiary interactions. From an
electronic viewpoint, this information at the very least
suggests that no hydrogen bond is formed or that the
interaction will be only very weak, although this requires
more careful investigation.

Vibrational spectrum analysis

Analysis of the vibrational infrared spectrum is crucial in
studies of molecular systems, especially hydrogen com-
plexes [84, 85]. It is highly doubtful that a hydrogen
complex would form at intermolecular sites. In other words,
can we observe the harmonic oscillator activities of the
stretch frequencies and absorption intensities for weak
interactions? This study provides an affirmative answer to
this question. In this context, the values of the stretch

Table 3 Charge transfer (Δq) values calculated through the ChelpG scheme at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory

Charge transfer Trimolecular hydrogen complexes

g h i j l m n o

Δq(Y) +0.230 +0.021 −0.005 +0.159 +0.076 +0.035 +0.375 +0.335

Δq(Hl) −0.264 −0.061 −0.057 −0.146 −0.095 −0.074 −0.210 −0.188
Δq(F8) +0.029 −0.004 −0.052 +0.028 −0.016 −0.046 −0.006 −0.075
Δq(Hl′) −0.264 −0.034 +0.03 −0.146 −0.014 +0.01 −0.043 +0.035

Δq(F8′) +0.029 −0.008 −0.025 +0.028 −0.012 −0.008 −0.012 −0.042
Δq(Ha) +0.017 +0.017 +0.012 +0.015 +0.010 +0.001 +0.024 +0.027

Δq(H") +0.017 +0.017 +0.012 +0.015 +0.010 +0.001 +0.024 +0.024

Δq(Ha′) +0.017 +0.021 +0.008 +0.015 +0.014 +0.004 +0.029 +0.028

Δq(H"′) +0.017 +0.021 +0.008 +0.015 +0.014 +0.004 +0.029 +0.020

Δμ 0.620 4.000 0.352 −1.828 3.344 −0.274 3.707 2.537

*Y symbolizes oxygen (C2H4O), sulfur (C2H4S) or nitrogen (C2H5N), respectively

*The Δq values were obtained as follows: Δq=[q(atom on the complex) – q(atom on the monomer)]

*All Δq values are given in electronic units (e.u.)

*The values of Δq(Hl), Δq(F8), Δq(Hl′) and Δq(F8′) listed above for h, i, l, m, n and o were calculated for the 2HF dimer

*The Δμ values are given in debyes (D)

*The Δμ values were obtained as follows: Δμ=[μ(complex) – μ(HF monomer or HF···HF dimer)]

*The Δμ values of h, i, l, m, n and o were calculated for the 2HF dimer
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frequencies and absorption intensities for all the hydrogen
bonds in the tricomplexes are given in Table 4. By analogy
with the hydrogen bond distances, the new vibrational
modes uStr

Y���Hlð Þ and uStr
Y���Hl0ð Þ) of the aziridine complexes

are generally stronger than those calculated for oxirane and
thiirane. Nevertheless, the values of the intermediate stretch
frequencies are not similar to those known for the 2HF
dimer. In fact, these values increase hugely following
complexation of ternary systems, a phenomenon that has

also been observed for the hydrogen bond distances. In
short, in total agreement with the theory of hydrogen
bonding, all of the intermolecular stretch frequency intensities
are very weak and accompanied by small absorption intensities
[96]. Furthermore, the change in the vibrational infrared
spectrum is the most important criterion for characterizing the
formation of hydrogen complexes. It is through the shift in
stretch frequencies of the proton donors (either downward
[97, 98] or upward [99, 100]) and the increase in absorption
intensity that the intermolecular complexes are identified,
especially those formed by hydrogen bonds, such as the
heterorings examined here [46, 74].

Table 4, however, illustrates a fundamental feature.
Among all of the heteroring tricomplexes, the strongest
redshift effects and most intense absorption intensity ratios
were seen for the first hydrogen fluoride Hl–F8, mainly in
n and o. The respective $uStrðHl�FφÞ values for these systems

are −1713.0 cm−1 and −1893.7 cm−1, and the
IStrðHl�FφÞ�C
IStrðHl�FφÞ�m

values are 23.7 and 20.3. These spectroscopic results are in
excellent agreement with the structural results reported
here, which suggests that the clearest evidence of decreased
length is found for the Hl–F8 bonds. A higher level of
charge transfer was computed for Hl, which indicates that
the charge distribution is locally concentrated on Hl–F8, so
and their redshift effects are more evident, as is the
shortening of the bond lengths, as previously explained. If
we consider the new vibrational modes uStrY ���Hað Þ and

Fig. 5 Charge transfer profiles for the proton donors and acceptors of
the tricomplexes

Parameters Trimolecular hydrogen complexes

g h i j l m n o

uStrY ���Hlð Þ 179.5 318.9 313.6 132.3 263.0 211.3 367.8 380.0

IStrY ���Hlð Þ 1.0 26.4 44.4 0.6 3.3 25.7 41.5 59.4

uStrY ���Hlð Þ 179.5 — — 132.3 — — — —

IStr
Y ���Hl0ð Þ 1.0 — — 0.6 — — — —

uStr
Fφ ���Hl0ð Þ — 205.4 214.2 — 179.1 253.4 246.7 254.3

IStr
Yφ ���Hl0ð Þ — 30.0 18.2 — 27.9 9.9 42.6 43.1

uStr
Fφ 0 ���Hað Þ — — 62.9 — — 67.1 — 72.7

IStr
Fφ0 ���Hað Þ — — 8.9 — — 6.2 — 7.5

uStrFφ ���Hbð Þ — — 62.9 — — 67.1 — 30.0

IStr
Fφ0 ���Hbð Þ — — 8.9 — — 6.2 — 0.4

ΔuStrHl�Fφð Þ −438.9 −854.5 −965.3 −408.2 −832.2 −893.7 −1713.0 −1893.7
IStr
Hl�Fφð Þ�C

IStr
Hl�Fφð Þ�m

11.7 14.4 11.1 16.0 14.6 13.7 23.7 20.3

ΔuStr
Hl0 �Fφð Þ −438.9 −139.1 −256.3 −408.2 −113.2 −221.1 −293.2 −397.5

IStr
Hl0 �Fφ

0ð Þ�C
IStr

Hl0 �Fφ
0ð Þ�m

11.7 1.3 1.4 16.0 1.4 1.1 1.7 1.6

Table 4 Values of new
vibrational stretch frequencies,
redshifts and absorption
intensity ratios obtained
from B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
calculations

* Y symbolizes oxygen
(C2H4O), sulfur (C2H4S) or
nitrogen (C2H5N), respectively

* Values at the B3LYP/
6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory of uStr

Fφ ���Hl0ð Þ
and IStr

Fφ0 ���Hað Þ for the 2HF

dimer are 162.1 cm−1

and 25.2 km mol−1 , respectively

* The values of the redshifts
ΔuStrð Þ and absorption

ratios IStr �C
IStr �m

� �
listed above for

h, i, l, m, n and o were
calculated for the 2HF dimer
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uStr
F���Hl0ð Þ; an increase was found in the latter, due to the

high concentration of charge density at the middle of the
2HF dimer. However, we cannot ignore one essential factor:
the absence of experimental data relating to the heteroring
complexes [101–104]. The literature shows that scaling
factors are currently used to correct the vibrational stretch
frequencies [105]. However, this is a parameterization
procedure, which was not adopted here. Even in this
situation, the values of the intermolecular stretch frequen-
cies must be checked theoretically. We believe that these
vibrational modes can only be carefully authenticated by
measuring the charge concentration.

Electronic density topography: the more strongly bonded
complex

Over the last five decades, the desire for an ideal model of
atomic behavior has constantly featured in theoretical and
experimental debates [106]. In this regard, Bader proposed a
way of partitioning the molecular system into atomic
fragments on the basis of the electronic density computed
at the zero-flux surface. This procedure is supported by
quantum mechanical theories and mathematical formula-
tions, and as such, the QTAIM content is formulated by
topological properties that originate in the locations of bond
critical points (BCP) with coordinates (3, −1). In practice,
QTAIM-based analysis of the charge density is considered a
routine procedure for studies of intermolecular systems in
view of the efficiency of this method for mapping bond paths
[107], which can determine whether atoms are bonded or
whether they are simply interacting with each other [108]. It

is through the computation of the electronic density (ρ) and
its Laplacian (r2

r) that covalent and π bonds or intermolec-
ular contacts such as hydrogen bonds and other types can be
identified and classified as shared or closed-shell interactions
[109]. Table 5 thus shows all ρ and r2

r values for the
C2H4O···2HF, C2H4S···2HF and C2H5N···2HF tricomplexes.
These values form the basis for characterizing the hydrogen
bonds, since the Laplacian results are positive but the
electron densities are also very small. According to the virial
theorem for the charge density [110], a positive Laplacian is
a classical QTAIM criterion for characterizing the formation
of intermolecular interactions, since kinetic energy is the
dominant operator. Charge densities of approximately 0.001
e = a3

r suggest that the hydrogen bonds of the tricomplexes
are typical closed-shell interactions. Therefore, by establish-
ing the expected bond paths in Fig. 6 (I) and 7 (I), a dual
hydrogen bond with the same topological features was
observed in g and j, for which the values of ρ and r2

r are
0.141 e =a3

r and 0.027 e =a3
r; as well as 0.147 e = a5

r and
0.057 e = a5

r; respectively. Comparison with the remaining
tricomplexes reveals that aziridine generates the strongest
bonds, followed by oxirane and thiirane. This observation
has already been reported from a structural viewpoint using
hydrogen bond distances, as well as in electronic terms by
computing the charge transfer. Furthermore, the topology
results for the hydrogen fluoride dimer are also consistent
with those obtained from structural and electronic analyses.
It should be noted that the electronic densities of the
hydrogen bonds Fφ ��� Hl0

� �
are higher than the value of

0.024 e =a3
r for the 2HF dimer. Also, once again, the

aziridinic tricomplexes are the most strongly bonded, as they

Table 5 Electronic densities (ρ) and Laplacians r2
r

� �
for the hydrogen bonds of the tricomplexes C2H4O···2HF, C2H4S···2HF and C2H5N···2HF,

as obtained from B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculations

Parameters Trimolecular hydrogen complexes

g h i j l m n o

r Y ���Hlð Þ 0.041 0.062 0.065 0.027 0.042 0.043 0.093 0.099

r2
r Y ���Hlð Þ 0.147 0.167 0.166 0.057 0.054 0.052 0.076 0.059

r Y ���Hlð Þ 0.041 — — 0.027 — — — —

r2
r Y ���Hlð Þ 0.147 — — 0.057 — — — —

r Fφ ���Hlð Þ — 0.034 0.039 — 0.031 0.037 0.042 0.046

r2
r Fφ ���Hlð Þ — 0.143 0.149 — 0.137 0.145 0.163 0.169

r Fφ0 �Hað Þ — — 0.005 — — 0.006 — 0.007

r2
r

Fφ
0 �Hað Þ — — 0.018 — — 0.021 — 0.026

r Fφ0 �Hbð Þ — — 0.005 — — 0.006 — Not found

r2
r

Fφ
0 �Hbð Þ — — 0.018 — — 0.021 — Not found

* Y symbolizes oxygen (C2H4O), sulfur (C2H4S) or nitrogen (C2H5N), respectively

* Values of ρ and r2
r are given in e =a3

r and e =a5
r, respectively

* Values of r Fφ ���Hl0ð Þ and r2
r

Fφ ���Hl0ð Þ in the 2HF dimer are 0.024 e =a3
r and 0.107 e =a5

r, respectively

* All the values presented in this footnote were computed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory
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are clearly seen to have ρ values of 0.042 e =a3
r and 0.046

e = a3
r for the hydrogen bond Fφ ���Hl0

� �
: Additionally, all

other hydrogen bonds of the aziridinic tricomplexes show
higher concentrations of electronic density than those for
oxirane and thiirane, for instance.

Complementary analysis of intermolecular electronic
density detected the existence of a bifurcated hydrogen
bond in the tricomplexes i and m, which is modeled as
Fφ

0 ���Ha
� �

and Fφ
0 ���Hb

� �
and depicted by the bond paths

illustrated in Figs. 6 (III) and 7 (III). The QTAIM
calculations, in fact, determine the electronic densities of
these interactions; these values are 0.005 e =a3

r and 0.006
e = a3

r for i and m, respectively. Throughout this study,
many points have been made which demonstrate that i and
m are the most stable configurations of the C2H4O···2HF
and C2H4S···2HF complexes, respectively. The positive

Laplacian values of 0.018 e =a5
r and 0.021 e =a5

r show
quantum-mechanical support for the QTAIM framework
which indicates that i and m are cyclic structures that are
based on four hydrogen bonds: Y���Hlð Þ, Fφ ���Hl0

� �
,

Fφ
0 ���Ha

� �
and Fφ

0 ���Hb
� �

. In view of recent studies in
which QTAIM topology revealed the preferential structures
of several chemical systems [111], it is prudent to assume
that it is essential to identify these hydrogen bonds in order
to ensure that, among g, h, i, j, l and m, complexes i and m
are in fact the most strongly bonded structures, which
corroborates the structural results previously documented
here. However, the aziridinic complexes present a novel
intermolecular feature. In contrast to the bifurcated hydro-
gen bonds Fφ

0 ���Ha
� �

and Fφ
0 ���Hb

� �
in the o complex,

only the first hydrogen bond was located using QTAIM
calculations, as demonstrated by Fig. 8 (III). Although only

Fig. 6 Bond paths of the three
structures of the tricomplex
C2H4O···2HF obtained through
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
calculations
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the hydrogen bond Fφ
0 ���Ha

� �
was identified, it can be seen

that the electron density of 0.007 e =a3
r for o is higher than

the values of 0.005 e =a3
r for i and 0.006 e = a3

r for m,
which leads to the conclusion that aziridine exhibits a
peculiar feature: an open reaction mechanism [112]. The
ring-opening reaction mechanism for aziridine has been
extensively explored [113–116]. The results of this study
provide some information on the open reaction of aziridine
by way of the attack/interaction of two hydrogen fluoride
acids. Figure 9 shows that the o-I, o-II and o-III structures
constitute the final three steps in the ring-opening reaction.
The main difference between o-I and o-II is the lengths of
the H–F bonds by which the “novel” acid, Hλ′–F8, is finally
obtained. Naturally, as the literature reports [1], an excess
of acid provokes catalysis of the process, leading to the
regeneration of hydrogen fluoride.

However, the most important information contained in the
QTAIM results presented in Table 6 is the reduction in the
electron density of the H–F bonds of the 2HF dimer upon the
formation of tricomplexes n and o, as well as the others.

When the strength of the chemical bond and its reduced
electronic density is considered, these results indicate a
tendency for the hypothetical intermediary o-II to be formed.
Thus, on the basis (as always) of intermolecular electronic
density, it is clear that the protonation of the nitrogen seems
to be preferred, in view of the wider Δr Hl�Fφð Þ variation of
−0.106 e =a3

r. Furthermore, the increase in the Laplacian is
also an indication of a tendency for all H–F bonds to form
closed-shell interactions, although these are not shared, as is
widely believed. In other words, it is suggested here that the
first Hl–F8 is easily disfigured [117], but this reasoning also
applies to the second Hl′–F8′ molecule. Finally, the
identification of the intermolecular BCP of the hydrogen
bond Fφ

0 ���Ha
� �

is in agreement with the view of the ring-
opening mechanism of the aziridine pictured in Fig. 8,
although the bifurcated hydrogen bonds Fφ

0 ���Ha
� �

and
Fφ

0 ���Hb
� �

of the tricomplexes formed by oxirane and
thiirane are not. Although the chemical similarity of these
heterorings is well known, we are unable to explain this at
this point in time. The o-III structure and its regioselectivity

Fig. 7 Bond paths of the
three structures of the
tricomplex C2H4S···2HF
obtained through B3LYP/
6-311++G(d,p) calculations
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was not the focus of this investigation [118], and will not
therefore be discussed in this paper.

Electronic topography: validation of structural
and spectroscopic parameters

The existence of the novel tertiary hydrogen bonds
Fφ

0 ���Ha
� �

and Fφ
0 0 ���Hb

� �
was demonstrated spectroscopi-

cally by means of the stretch frequencies and absorption
intensities. However, owing to the lack of experimental
values, this analysis is purely theoretical. This is not to

dispute the efficiency of B3LYP, since it is well established
that this hybrid functional yields excellent results for
corroborating and predicting vibrational parameters [119–
121]. Without contradicting this, the conclusion here is that
an additional analysis should be performed in order to
prove and validate the vibrational results reported in this
study, such as the stretch frequencies of the whole set of
hydrogen bonds characterized using the QTAIM formalism.
Figure 10 plots the values of the hydrogen bond distances
against the electronic density of the intermolecular BCP.
According to the linear regression of Eq. 1, it can be seen

Fig. 8 Bond paths of the
three structures of the
tricomplex C2H5N···2HF
obtained through B3LYP/
6-311++G(d,p) calculations

Fig. 9 Illustration of the ring-opening reaction mechanism for aziridine and the insertion of the cyclic tricomplex o-I and the hypothetical
intermediates o-II and o-III
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that there is a direct relationship between these two
parameters, which suggests that QTAIM could be useful
for examining the molecular structures of hydrogen com-
plexes, as already documented by Grabowski et al. in many
related studies [122–125].

R ¼ �13rþ 2:43 ; R2 ¼ 0:81 ð1Þ
This initial analysis naturally serves as the basis for

validating stretch frequencies, but, as the close relationship
between structural and vibrational parameters is already
widely known [126, 127], the claim here is that topological
parameters can also be used for this conjecture. Figure 11
clearly shows that the values of the hydrogen stretch

frequencies are closely correlated with the electronic
density of the intermolecular BCP; the linear regression
equation is shown in Eq. 2:

u ¼ 3245:6 rþ 84:1 ; R2 ¼ 0:93 ð2Þ

This conclusion, in combination with results we have
obtained recently [128], clearly characterizes the hydrogen
stretch frequencies, since the use of QTAIM provides a
basis for future experimental studies such as the determi-
nation of the charge density via X-ray diffraction [129] or
the detection of the infrared modes in a variable-
temperature environment [130].

Table 6 Electronic densities (ρ) and Laplacians (r2
r) of the hydrogen fluoride bonds of the tricomplexes C2H4O···2HF, C2H4S···2HF and

C2H5N···2HF obtained from B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculations

Parameters Trimolecular hydrogen complexes

g h i j l m n o

r Hl�Fφð Þ 0.342 0.310 0.350 0.345 0.314 0.311 0.265 0.256

r2
r Hl�Fφð Þ −2.521 −2.159 −2.091 −2.523 −2.171 −2.137 −1.551 −1.422

Δr Hl�Fφð Þ −0.020 −0.052 −0.012 −0.017 −0.048 −0.051 −0.097 −0.106
r Hl�Fφð Þ 0.342 0.348 0.340 0.345 0.350 0.342 0.338 0.331

r2
r

Hl0 �Fφð Þ −2.521 −2.162 −2.537 −2.52 −2.643 −2.564 −2.510 −2.431
Δr Hl0 �Fφ0ð Þ −0.016 −0.010 −0.018 −0.013 −0.008 −0.016 −0.020 −0.027

* Values of ρ and r3
r are given in e =a3

r and e =a5
r, respectively

* Values of r Hl�Fφð Þ and r Hl0�Fφ0ð Þ for the 2HF dimer are 0.362e =a3
r and 0.358 e =a3

r, respectively

* Values of r2
r Hl�Fφð Þand r2

r
Hl0 �Fφ

0ð Þ for the 2HF dimer are −2.775 e =a5
r and −2.772 e =a5

r, respectively

* In contrast to Δr Hl0 �Fφ0ð Þ and Δr Hl0 �Fφ0ð Þ, negative Laplacian values are not an indication of reduction. For more details, see [95–98]

* Values of Δr Hl0 �Fφ0ð Þ and Δr Hl0 �Fφ0ð Þ were calculated for the 2HF dimer

* All the values presented in this footnote were computed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory

Fig. 10 Relationship between the hydrogen bond distances and the
intermolecular electronic densities of the whole set of interactions of
the tricomplexes

Fig. 11 Relationship between the hydrogen bond stretch frequencies
and the intermolecular electronic densities of the whole set of
interactions of the tricomplexes
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Electronic stabilization energy

Hitherto, the lengths of the bifurcated and directional
hydrogen bonds, cooperative charge transfers and electronic
densities, as well as the vibrational redshifts of the proton
donors have been the emblematic criteria that have been
used to define the most stable structure among the
tricomplexes studied here. There can be no doubt that these
molecular parameters are not conclusive, since the inter-
pretation of the electronic energy is absolute. Table 7 lists
electronic energies (E) and hydrogen bond energies (ΔE)
followed by their respective corrections, ΔZPE and BSSE.
According to Parra et al. [131], the cooperative idea is
based on the energy distribution being determined by the
number of hydrogen bonds. With the exception of the
tricomplexes g and j, as the number of hydrogen bond
chains increases, the cooperative effect becomes less negative;
in other words, the bonding energy per hydrogen bond
decreases, reducing bond stability [132]. This is an important
proviso, because the reduction in hydrogen bond strength
benefits from the equivalent energy distribution. Although
the BSSE counterpoises [133] produce smaller energy
corrections (ideally due to the large basis set 6-311++G
(d,p) [134]), corroborating the structural and vibrational
results presented above, the most strongly bonded tricom-
plexes are those formed by aziridine, which are also the most
stable, as can be seen in Table 8. It is natural that the relative
energies (ΔER) of the cyclic systems i andm were caused by
the less negative cooperative energies (ΔEC).

Discussion and conclusions

The specialized literature contains many studies that
provide theoretical analyses of the reaction mechanism
using various approaches. These include geometric charac-
terization of the transition state, computation of atomic
point charges, examination of the frontier orbitals (HOMO
and LUMO), generally using natural population analysis,
although it should be noted that we are not intendingto
contribute to the discussion of structural and vibrational
parameters here. The great merit of the present study lies in
the application of QTAIM calculations to identify and
quantify charge density, thus generating important informa-
tion on chemical bond strength for further discussion. That
was the aim of this research, which investigated a single
step in the ring-opening reaction mechanisms of the
oxirane, thiirane and aziridine heterorings with regard to
the hydrogen bonding, and performed characterization
using traditional intermolecular concepts. In principle, the
main structural parameters were examined, initially consid-
ering the shorter hydrogen bond distances of the aziridinic
complexes to be the most important evidence for bifurcated
hydrogen bonds between the second hydrogen fluoride and
the axial hydrogen atoms of the heterorings. In agreement
with this, the deviation in linearity was also systematic,
although in fact it is the orientations of the n lone pairs of
the oxygen and sulfur that govern the formation of multiple
hydrogen bonds, such as the bifurcated tertiary. In terms of
charge transfer, a cooperative effect was observed for the

Tricomplexes Energy

E ΔE ΔZPE BSSE ΔEC

g −354.8297168 −75.70 18.48 8.40 −48.82
h −354.8308276 −57.51 11.00 7.00 −39.51
i −354.8331025 −63.50 10.81 7.43 −45.26
j −677.8206892 −58.20 14.00 4.95 −39.25
l −677.8239328 −45.56 6.90 4.93 −33.73
m −677.8264461 −52.16 8.00 5.16 −39.00
n −334.9698849 −87.96 10.25 8.73 −68.98
o −334.9714206 −91.90 10.61 9.14 −75.15

Table 7 Total electronic
energies (E), uncorrected (ΔE)
and corrected (ΔEC) binding
energies between the complex
and monomers (ΔE), variations
in zero-point energy (ΔZPE),
and BSSE values computed
at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
level of theory

* Values of E are given in
electronic units

* Values of ΔE, ΔEC , ΔZPE
and BSSE are given in kJ mol−1

Table 8 Difference between the total electronic energy values of the tricomplex structures at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory

Energy Tricomplexes

g − h h − i g − i j − l l − m j − m n − o

ΔER −2.91 −5.97 −8.88 −8.51 −6.60 −15.11 −4.03

* Values of ΔER are given in kJ mol−1
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central hydrogen fluoride molecule, where the highest
charge fluxes were measured, although these were more
evident in the cyclic tricomplexes formed by the bifurcated
hydrogen bonds. Spectroscopically, the redshift effects were
characterized, the increase in absorption intensity of the
hydrogen fluoride bonds was fully elucidated, and the new
vibrational modes—commonly called hydrogen bond
stretch frequencies—were identified. Owing to an absence
of experimental data, the QTAIM calculations of charge
density were used to validate the values of the new
vibrational modes, which serve as a basis for predicting
the hydrogen bond strength, as many studies have shown.
Although the aziridinic tricomplexes—in particular the
cyclic one—exhibit a directional rather than a bifurcated
hydrogen bond, its strength adequately corroborates the
experimental behavior of the ring-opening reaction mech-
anism. Finally, computation of the electronic energy
enabled us to conclude our study by confirming that the
cyclic tricomplexes formed via bifurcated tertiary hydrogen
bonds are ideally the most stable structures.
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